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Abstract The defect structure of aliovalent transition-
metal and rare-earth functional centers in ferroelectric
perovskite oxides is characterized by means of multifre-
quency electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy,
assisted by density-functional theory calculations. The
review is mainly focused on lead zirconate titanate
(Pb[ZrxTi1−x]O3, PZT) compounds. However, where
available also results on ferroelectric ’lead-free’ com-
pounds are discussed. The results include the forma-
tion of charged (Fe′

Zr,Ti − V••
O )• defect dipoles, causing

internal bias fields, multivalence manganese centers,
acceptor-type copper functional centers creating iso-
lated oxygen vacancies that promote ionic conductivity,
as well as Gd•

Pb donor-type centers. Moreover, the
impact of the defect structure on macroscopic material
properties is discussed.

Keywords Ferroelectrics · Lead zirconate titanate ·
PZT · Doping · Defect structure · Valence state ·
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1 Introduction

Functional ceramics are the materials-of-choice in a
wide range of applications [1–7], where one of the key
advantages is that material properties may be tailored
by adding aliovalent transition-metal or rare-earth ions
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on a percentage level. Because of the low concentra-
tion of the so-named functional centers, standard bulk
characterization techniques are not well suited for their
analysis and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
becomes the method-of-choice due to its superior
sensitivity.

Generally, EPR spectroscopy provides information
concerning electronic and structural properties of para-
magnetic ions. In particular, important aspects of the
defect chemistry and the local defect structure at the
site of the functional center may be elucidated, in-
cluding the valence state and site of incorporation of
aliovalent dopant ions. Related to these questions, is
the characterization of the prevalent mechanism of
charge compensation. Furthermore, EPR may indicate
electronic, ionic or polaronic conduction states. Finally,
EPR may be used to monitor ferro-to-paraelectric and
structural phase transitions, which is beyond the scope
of this review.

Principally, the site of incorporation for dopant ions
in the perovskite structure may be predicted by con-
sidering the corresponding ionic radii, and the Gold-
schmidt tolerance factor

t = rA + rO√
2(rB + rO)

(1)

that should generally be close to unity [8]. Owing to
Eq. 1, dopants will reside on a specific lattice site if
a dopant ion’s radius is within about 15% of the re-
placed ion. As a rule-of-thumb, the smaller transition-
metal ions are incorporated on the perovskite B-site,
whereas the larger rare-earth ions will substitute on the
A-site. For intermediate ionic radii values, exceptions
from this rule were suggested proposing a shared site
occupancy. This situation is termed as amphoteric and
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a certain kind of dopant ion is incorporated simul-
taneously on the A- and B-site [9–13]. For trivalent
dopants, this scenario comprises a mechanism of self-
compensation. In particular, it has been speculated
that amphoteric behavior may maximize the lifetime of
components.

Concerning the valence state of the dopant ions,
the rare-earth ions usually exhibit their known valency
states irrespective of if they are incorporated on the
A- or B-site. This is not necessarily the case for the
3d-transition metal ions in octahedrally coordinated B-
sites. In particular, there exists a stability of certain
ions extending over several valencies, as manganese
and chromium for instance, allowing for reactions that
alter their valency of the type

Men
B � Men+1

B + e′ (2)

Men
B � Men−1

B + h• (3)

with e′ and h• being electron and hole states and Me the
transition-metal dopant, respectively.

2 Acceptor dopants

Acceptor-dopants generally are of lower valence than
the ion they substitute, resulting in a hard compound,
which in turn is characterized by a comparatively high
coercive field required for poling, an increased me-
chanical quality factor and a smaller electromechanical
coupling factor. The predominant charge compensa-
tion process for acceptor-type aliovalent dopants is the
creation of oxygen vacancies (V••

O ). These are usually
the most mobile ionic defects and hence the domi-
nant charge carriers in ceramic oxides. Furthermore,
acceptor-doped ceramics with high V••

O concentration
show increased change of their electrical properties
with time, the phenomenon being termed as aging
[14]. On the other hand, donor-doped ceramics with
no significant V••

O concentration are more stable in
time concerning their electrical properties [1]. The com-
mon understanding of the aging phenomenon is that
domain-wall motion is increasingly restricted with time
[15]. Furthermore, aging is typically accompanied by an
increasing shift of the hysteresis loop along the electric
field axis [16, 17]. This shift is termed as internal bias
field and is proposed to occur owing to the relaxation
of defect dipoles [18].

2.1 Fe3+ and Fe3+-oxygen vacancy associate centers

Compounds modified by Fe3+-doping, typically exhibit
low conductivity and an increased dielectric constant.

Furthermore, the iron functional center is of consid-
erable interest owing to its photochromic and pho-
torefractive characteristics [19–21]. By using EPR, for
Fe3+-modified PbTiO3 an unusually strong tetragonal
ferroelectric distortion of the crystalline field typically
is observed [22–28]. The corresponding paramagnetic
center was assigned to a partially charge-compensated
(Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• defect associate [23].

Even though high-frequency EPR (Fig. 1(b,c)) is
mandatory in order to elucidate the structure at the
Fe3+-site [22], standard X-band EPR (10 GHz) is suf-
ficient to verify the generation of a (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• defect

associate. The characteristic low-field EPR resonance
is depicted in Fig. 1(a); the EPR spectrum being domi-
nated by a strong resonance at low field (120 mT). The
signal at 300 mT, marked by an asterisk (*), is charac-
teristic for antiferromagnetically coupled Fe2O3 species
that most probably accumulate at grain boundaries.

In the following, the advent of high microwave fre-
quencies for gaining further micro-structural informa-
tion is outlined: exploiting sign and size of the axial
fine-structure parameter B0

2, it was shown on the basis
of semi-empirical Newman superposition model calcu-
lations that the Fe3+ functional center in lead titanate
forms a charged (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• defect associate with an

oxygen vacancy in the first coordination sphere [23].
Furthermore, it could be deduced that the iron ion
is substituted at the B-site of the perovskite ABO3

lattice. This assignment is supported by the similarity
of ionic radii between Ti4+ at 68 pm and Fe3+ at 64 pm
as compared to Pb2+ with a radius of 124 pm. More-
over, the generation of an (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• defect dipole

is in accordance with first-principle calculations that
more generally predict the binding of oxygen vacancies
to acceptor-type impurities [30]. Experimental find-
ings indicate, however, that for other acceptor centers
in similar compounds, like copper-modified PZT [31]
and chromium-doped PbTiO3 [32], no such association
seems to be present.

Because the observed Fe3+:PbTiO3 EPR spectra
[22] can exclusively be interpreted in terms of (Fe′

Ti −
V••

O )• associates, it was concluded that no free Fe′
Ti

signals, i.e. iron ions without associated V••
O are present.

Considering the condition for overall charge compen-
sation, there is thus a charge mismatch because the
Fe3+ ion substituting for the Ti4+ ion is singly neg-
ative charged (Fe′

Ti), whereas the associated oxygen
vacancy is doubly positive charged (V••

O ) with respect
to the neutral lattice. Hence, additional mechanisms for
charge compensation have to be discussed. Candidates
for charge compensation are either free electrons (e′)
trapped in the lattice, lead vacancies (V ′′

Pb), and the
formation of positively charged cations, such as Pb2+ →
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Fig. 1 Multifrequency EPR spectra of 0.5 mol %-doped Fe3+:PbTiO3 (a–c) and PbZrO3 (d–f). (a, d) X-band (9.4 GHz). (b, e) W-band
(95 GHz). (d) 319 GHz. (f) 280 GHz

Pb+, Ti4+ → Ti3+, or Fe3+ → Fe2+. However, there is
no evidence for color centers in the DFT calculations
[23] and the variable valency ions Pb+, Ti3+ are para-
magnetic with g-values at about g ≈ 2.0 to 1.9, which
were also not observed in the EPR spectra and thus can
be excluded [22]. Consequently, intrinsic double nega-
tively charged lead vacancies V ′′

Pb have been suggested
as additional charge compensation. The overall electro-
neutrality condition for iron-modified lead-containing
components (PbTiO3, PbZrO3, PZT) thus is proposed
to be given by means of the following incorporation
reaction

PbO+Fe2O3 −→ Pb×
Pb +4O×

O +2
(
Fe′

Zr,Ti −V••
O

)• +V ′′
Pb

(4)

This model is supported by the inherent loss of PbO
during high-temperature processing, for which reason
a natural intrinsic (V••

O − V ′′
Pb)

× di-vacancy pair was
proposed [33], its existence, however, being currently
controversially discussed on the basis of DFT calcula-
tions [34, 35].

It has been much speculated about the orientation of
the (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• defect dipole with respect to the ori-

entation of the spontaneous polarization [29]. From the
symmetry of the corresponding FS interaction tensor it
may be inferred that the (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• center conserves

the four-fold site symmetry at the lattice B-site [22].
Consequently, the (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• defect dipole has to

be persistently oriented along the crystallographic c-
axis. DFT calculations predict that the arrangement in
which the (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• defect dipole is being oriented
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Fig. 2 Micro-structural
configuration for the lead
titanate unit cell. (a)
Undoped PbTiO3 compound.
(b) 0.5 mol %-doped
Fe3+:PbTiO3. Data
reproduced from [23]

antiparallel with respect to the overall spontaneous
polarization is the lowest in energy of formation, as
illustrated in Fig. 2 [23]. This single-site situation is
supported by the EPR results, which find evidence for
only a single (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• center [22]. Analogously, for

pure PbTiO3 it has been predicted on the basis of DFT
calculations that oxygen vacancies are preferentially
created at the apical oxygen position, rather than at
the equatorial positions [36]. The experimental results
hence support earlier suggestions made for BaTiO3

compounds, after which defect dipoles may align along
the direction of spontaneous polarization [37].

Concerning the structural arrangement in the vicin-
ity of the (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• center, the Fe′

Ti ion relaxes back
into the plane of equatorial oxygens, as represented
in Fig. 2 [23]. As a consequence, the bond distance
to the remaining apical oxygen ion is considerably re-
duced, for which reason the originally van-der-Waals
type bonding is transformed into a rather covalent
type of bonding, coinciding with a reduced energy of
formation [23]. A similar scenario has been reported for
the (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• center in BaTiO3 [11].

The ABO3 perovskite structure containing an V••
O

and an acceptor impurity D′
B has also theoretically

been considered [38]. The probability of finding an
oxygen vacancy in the nearest neighbor position of the
D′

B acceptor center is predicted to be highest along
the crystallographic c-axis. In this so-called symmetry-
conforming point defect configuration, the spontaneous
polarization associated with the polar tetragonal crystal
symmetry, and the defect polarization, associated with
the non-centric distribution of charged point defects,
are oriented in antiparallel with respect to each other.
As consequence, the decrease in reversible domain
switching in aged ferroelectrics was proposed being
due to such symmetry-conforming point defects [38].

Whereas the defects were shown to be unstable in the
non-aged state they were transformed to a stable state
after aging; the defect symmetry following the crystal
symmetry. A similar model has already been proposed
on the basis of a gradual alignment of (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )•

defect dipoles in BaTiO3 and PZT [39, 40].
More generally, macroscopic dielectric and ferro-

electric properties strongly depend on the domain con-
figuration, which in turn is considerably impacted by
the microstructure made up by different defects [18,
41–43]. In particular, aging is discussed in terms of
the clamping of 90◦-domain walls by oriented dipolar
defects in adjacent domains. It has been shown, that
charged defect agglomerates may influence the poling
properties by providing pinning centers for domain
walls [44]. Furthermore, the possibility that dipolar
defect complexes can also pin the polarization of the
surrounding crystal has been demonstrated by DFT cal-
culations [30]. In particular, oxygen-vacancy related de-
fect dipoles have been shown to be involved in voltage
offsets leading to imprint failure [45] and are suggested
to play a crucial role in electrical fatigue [30, 46, 47].
With respect to the ionic mobility of free oxygen vacan-
cies, the iron - oxygen vacancy defect dipole complex
will be rather immobile in the ceramic. Hence, charge
transport will be considerably hindered. On the other
hand, the reorientation of the defect dipole may give
raise to ferroelectric aging.

For Fe3+-modified lead zirconate EPR has detected
a considerably reduced FS splitting as compared to
Fe3+-doped PbTiO3 [48]. The corresponding EPR spec-
tra are depicted in Fig. 1(d–f). Contrary to the single-
site PbTiO3 case, for which a single orientation of the
(Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• dipole was observed, the obtained result

points to a multiple-site situation in PbZrO3, generated
by different possible orientations of the (Fe′

Zr − V••
O )•
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Fig. 3 X-band EPR spectra
showing the temperature-
dependent equilibrium
between the (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )•

defect associate centered at
150 mT and ‘free’ Fe′

Ti
centers at 337 mT in SrTiO3.
Data reproduced from [50]
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dipole owing to the fact that the oxygen vacancy may
take several or all of the nearest-neighbor oxygen sites
in PbZrO3. Consequently, the (Fe′

Zr − V••
O )• dipole is

expected being easier to reorient in lead zirconate as
compared to lead titanate. Thus, the above mentioned
effects of domain-wall clamping most probably are re-
duced for iron-modified lead zirconate as compared to
lead titanate.

The kinetic behavior of a situation in which an oxy-
gen vacancy is a mobile particle in the oxygen octa-
hedron enclosing an acceptor ion has been described
in a relaxation model for the (Ni′′Ti − V••

O )× center in
BaTiO3 [29]. Within this model, the relaxation time of
ferroelectric ceramics is determined by the thermally
activated diffusive jumping of the oxygen vacancies.
Analogously to the symmetry-concorming point defect
model, an alignment of the defect dipoles leads to an
increased internal bias that may lead to a clamping of
domain walls [49].

Alternatively, in iron-doped SrTiO3, a temperature-
dependent equilibrium between ’free’ Fe′

Ti centers and
(Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• defect associates can be present [50], ac-

cording to

Fe′
Ti + V••

O � (Fe′
Ti − V••

O )• (5)

As the approximate electroneutrality condition is in
this case

2[V••
O ] ≈ [Fe′

Ti] (6)

at most half of the Fe′
Ti, but all of the V••

O can be bound
in (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• defect associates. The corresponding

temperature-dependent EPR spectra are depicted in
Fig. 3. Obviously, the number of the (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• de-

fect associates that occur at 150 mT in the EPR spectra
decreases with increasing temperature, relative to the
intensity of the ‘free’ Fe′

Ti centers centered at 335 mT.
Upon reduction of temperature, the association of Fe′

Ti
with an V••

O is increasingly generated. For the disso-
ciation of an existing (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• dipole, only one

elementary jump of the oxygen vacancy from the first
to the second coordination sphere is necessary, whereas
for the association of a new associate typically more
jumps are required. Jump rates from 7 · 106 s−1 at 500 K
down to 12 s−1 at 300 K have been estimated for SrTiO3

[50]. Hence, an equilibrium is still possible at room
temperature or slightly below.

Even though, the Fe3+ oxidation state is generally
observed in perovskite oxides, under strong reducing
conditions also the Fe′′

Ti and Fe′′′
Ti centers, and the cor-

responding (Fe′′
Ti − V••

O )× and (Fe′′′
Ti − V••

O )′ associates
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Fig. 4 Multivalency manganese centers in PbTiO3. Numerical spectrum simulation at X-band (a–c) and at 240 GHz (d–f).
(a, d) Mn×

Ti:PbTiO3. (b, e) Mn′
Ti:PbTiO3. (c, f) Mn′′

Ti:PbTiO3

have been identified in SrTiO3 [51]. Moreover, the
(Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• center may be reloaded upon exposure to

sub-band gap light, as also valency altered (Fe′′′
Ti − V••

O )′
[51] and (Fe′′

Ti − V••
O )× [52] centers in SrTiO3 were ob-

served. On the other hand, an (Fe×
Ti − V••

O )•• dipole was
observed in oxidized SrTiO3 and Mg′′

Ti- or Al′Ti-doped
single crystals [19]. Analogous defect associates have
been observed also in similar compounds; in BaTiO3

an (Fe′
Ti − V••

O )• center [53] and in KTaO3 an (Fe′
Ta −

V••
O )• center have been observed [9, 54].
Although, recent results exclusively report the in-

corporation of Fe3+ on the perovskite B-site, also an

amphoteric situation with ordinary Fe••
K centers and

additional Fe′′
Ta centers has been proposed for KTaO3

single crystals [9].

2.2 Multivalence Mn2+, Mn3+ and Mn4+ centers

Manganese functional centers possess of the partic-
ular property that they may occur in several oxida-
tion states. The most important information provided
by EPR when studying manganese-modified compo-
nents, is the ability of determining the manganese
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oxidation state and its site of incorporation. Gener-
ally, manganese-doping of PbTiO3 renders compounds
with high mechanical strength, low dielectric losses and
low dielectric constant, which is essential for instance
for piezoelectric resonator applications. Moreover,
increasing manganese-doping decreases the electric
conductivity in lead titanate [55], being important for
high-temperature applications. Manganese is incorpo-
rated on the titanium site in BaTiO3 and PbTiO3,
exhibiting oxidation states of Mn×

Ti, Mn′
Ti and Mn′′

Ti.
After oxidizing pretreatment at 800 ◦C in air, the Mn×

Ti
state dominates [56]. Reducing treatment in nitrogen
atmosphere leads rather to the presence of Mn′

Ti and
Mn′′

Ti centers [57, 58]. Alternatively, co-doping with
donor-type La•

Pb leads also to the formation of aliova-
lent Mn′′

Ti centers [58]. As a function of partial pressures
of O2 and PbO, simultaneously Mn′′

Ti, and Mn×
Ti charge

states have been identified, where high partial pressures
of O2 and PbO promote the existence of Mn×

Ti in lead
titanate [59]. A systematic study of the influence of
preparation conditions on the valence state of man-
ganese has been reported in [60].

Concerning the site of incorporation, it was spec-
ulated about a simultaneous incorporation of the
manganese ions onto A- and B-sites for charge com-
pensation, preferring Mn×

Pb on the A-site [59], this
suggestion however still being under debate. Such an
amphoteric situation with ordinary Mn′′

Ti centers and
additional Mn×

Sr centers has also been proposed for
SrTiO3 [10, 11].

EPR at X-band may be applied in order to iden-
tify the different charge states by their fingerprint-
type EPR pattern, as shown in Fig. 4(a–c) for model-
type numerically simulated manganese EPR spectra.
A first assignment to either of the possible manganese
oxidation states may be made on basis of their 55Mn-
hyperfine splitting and their electronic g-value (cf. Ta-
ble 1). In particular, the EPR spectra are dominated by
the 55Mn-sextet hyperfine pattern. As the FS interac-
tion is larger than the electron Zeeman interaction for
the Mn4+ and Mn3+ states, signals are observed at low
magnetic fields corresponding to ’effective’ g-values of
g′ = 5.9 and 3.8 (Fig. 4(a, b)), respectively [61]. Only
in case of the Mn2+ state, the high-field regime is es-
tablished and the spectrum is centered about g = 2.001
(Fig. 4(c)).

For a more thorough investigation of the micro struc-
ture, the fine structure interaction parameter B0

2 has to
be accurately determined. The determination of |B0

2|
at X-band frequencies is only possible via the position
of the high-field transitions at 400–700 mT, which are
a function of B0

2 in second order. A more exact deter-
mination of the value for B0

2 may only be obtained by
high-frequency EPR investigations via first-order shifts,
as depicted in Fig. 4(d–f) for spectra simulated for a
Larmor frequency of 240 GHz. Additionally, the sign
of B0

2 may be determined at low temperatures. The
accurately determined size and sign of the FS interac-
tion parameters then allows for a further assignment of
the prevailing manganese oxidation state (cf. Table 1).
Furthermore the association to charge-compensating
oxygen vacancies may be determined by using semi-
empirical superposition calculations in analogy to
the case for the (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• center. Such (Mn′′

Ti −
V••

O )• defect dipoles have already been observed in
SrTiO3 [50].

The multi-valency behavior of manganese may be
discussed in terms of providing trapping centers for
electrons according to reloading reactions of the form

Mn×
Ti + e′ � Mn′

Ti (7)

Mn′
Ti + e′ � Mn′′

Ti (8)

The produced electrons are preferentially trapped on
the manganese sites because the Mn×

Ti and Mn′
Ti ions

are more reducible than the regular Ti×Ti ions [63].
By monitoring the manganese functional center in

BaTiO3, EPR was used to account for explaining the
degradation of resistivity by developing a model in
which the macroscopically observed phenomena were
described by means of an injection of oxygen vacan-
cies from the anode, accompanied by a reduction of
the manganese valence, forming Mn′′

Ti centers by the
degradation process [64].

2.3 Cu2+ center

The Cu2+ center is often used as additive during sin-
tering in order to obtain dense ceramics. Consequently,
it is important to enlighten in which way Cu2+-dopants
impact the defect chemistry. In copper-doped PbTiO3,

Table 1 Fingerprint-type
spin-Hamilton parameters for
the indentification of
different manganese
oxidation states.

oxidation state g-value |aiso| [MHz] |B0
2| [GHz]

Mn4+ 1.994 ± 0.002 220 ± 10 9.1 ± 0.2
Mn3+ 1.997 ± 0.001 − −
Mn2+ 2.001 ± 0.001 240 ± 20 0.6 ± 0.1
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a single copper centre of axial symmetry has been
found, the observed g-values being consistent with a
coordination at the Ti site [24, 65]. In polycrystalline
Cu:[PbyLa1−y]TiO3, a single axial centre with g‖ >

g⊥ > ge was found in accordance with the tetrago-
nal crystal structure [66]. For the solid solution sys-
tem Cu:Pb[ZrxTi1−x]O3 with various compositions x
ranging from 0 to 0.9, the Cu2+ ion was proposed to
be situated in two different environments, one with
g‖ > g⊥ > ge and the other with g⊥ > g‖ > ge [67].
The sign change of the g-matrix anisotropy was ratio-
nalized by assuming the formation of a tetragonally
compressed octahedron, arguing that the addition of
Zr to the lattice causes increased distortion at the B-
site, thus being responsible for this deformation. How-
ever, a recent high-field EPR investigation disproved
this assignment [70], and the second observed center
is rather due to a center of rhombohedral symmetry.
EPR was also employed in copper-doped electro-optic
[Pb0.92La0.08][Zr0.65Ti0.35]O3 (PLZT 8/65/35) ceramics
[68], in which the observed EPR spectra were simu-
lated by a superposition of axial and isotropic Cu2+
spectra of unknown origin. In Cu2+:BaTiO3 ceramics,
also two superposed copper centers were observed [69].
Depending on doping level and sintering temperature,
the EPR data exhibited two different Cu′′

Ti spectra with
g‖ > g⊥ > ge each, attributed to tetragonally distorted
CuO6 octahedra in tetragonal and rhombohedral crys-
tal surroundings, respectively.

In Fig. 5, the X-band EPR spectra of Cu2+-modified
PZT 54/46 as compared to the corresponding spectra
for the pure members Cu2+:PbTiO3 and Cu2+:PbZrO3

are shown. In particular, the gzz-region is well resolved.
However, the values strongly vary when changing
from lead titanate (gzz = 2.332 ± 0.001, ACu

zz = 395.0 ±
0.5 MHz) to lead zirconate (gzz = 2.451 ± 0.001, ACu

zz =
210.5 ± 0.5 MHz) [24, 70]. The observed variations in
g-values may be traced back to changes in covalency of
the Cu2+−O2− bonding, increasing with the Ti-content
in the neighborhood of the Cu2+ functional center [70].

Concerning the site of incorporation for the Cu2+
ion, the observed g-values with gzz > gyy, gxx, are char-
acteristic for Cu2+ coordinated by six ligands that form
an elongated octahedron [71]. This can be understood
in terms of a five-fold orbital degeneracy of the 3d9 ion
that is lifted in the presence of an octahedral crystal
field yielding a triplet (t2g) and a doublet (eg), with
the latter lying lowest. The lattice distortion splits the
eg levels further, resulting in an orbital-singlet dx2−y2

ground state. Consequently, it can be inferred that the
Cu2+ ion substitutes at the [Zr,Ti]4+-site, acting as an
electron acceptor. The similarity of effective ionic radii
between Ti4+ at 68 pm, Zr4+ at 81 pm and Cu2+ at

(a)

(c)

(b)

250 350B0 [mT]
Fig. 5 X-band EPR spectra of 0.25 mol %-doped Cu:Pb
[ZrxTi1−x]O3. (a) Cu2+:PbTiO3. (b) and Cu2+:Pb[Zr0.54
Ti0.46]O3. (c) Cu:PbZrO3. Data reproduced from [24]

72 pm as compared to Pb2+ with a radius of 124 pm
supports this assignment.

By the use of hyperfine sublevel correlation
(HYSCORE) spectroscopy, the hyperfine interaction
to neighboring 207Pb ions to the copper(II) center may
be probed. In Fig. 6, the corresponding HYSCORE
spectrum is shown [31]. In particular, it is observed
that the isotropic part of the hyperfine splitting (8.8 ±
0.2 MHz) is considerably larger than the anisotropic
part (1.5 ± 0.2 MHz). Moreover, the 207Pb hyperfine
features and linewidths are identical for all observer
field settings. Consequently, there is no orientation
dependence with respect to the local coordinate system
of the Cu′′

[Zr,Ti] functional center [31]. Because an oxy-
gen vacancy directly coordinated to the Cu′′

[Zr,Ti] center
would define a local g-tensor orientation, any statistical
orientational distribution would be prevented. Thus,
the 207Pb-hyperfine data gives no indication of an oxy-
gen vacancy in the vicinity of the Cu′′

[Zr,Ti] center and
charge compensation has to take place in distant coor-
dination spheres according to the following reaction of
incorporation

PbO + CuO −→ Pb×
Pb + Cu′′

Ti + 2O×
O + V••

O (9)
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Fig. 6 X-band
207Pb-HYSCORE spectrum
recorded at an observer
position of 300 mT. In the
(+, +) quadrant, the dashed
lines show the frequency
diagonal axis ν1 = ν2; the
antidiagonal (dotted line)
crosses the diagonal at
(νb, νPb). The maximum
vertical shift �νs of the
cross-peak ridges from the
antidiagonal is illustrated by a
solid line. In the (−, +)

quadrant, two parallels to the
diagonal axis −ν1 = ν2 are
indicated (dashed), with an
interdistance of 2νPb. Data
reproduced from [31]

Hence, for Cu2+-modified PZT compounds, the follow-
ing scenario concerning the defect structure emerges:
oxygen vacancies may be considered as isolated point
defects that may migrate through the lattice [72].
Whereas the cation sublattice typically is frozen-in for
perovskites, oxygen vacancies may migrate under elec-
trical potential gradients comparatively easy. This is

owing to the ABO3 perovskite structure, in which each
oxygen vacancy has oxygen second-nearest neighbors
with which the position may be exchanged. This is
in contrast to the situation for Fe3+ modifications in
PZT and also contradicts first-principle calculations
that always predict the binding of oxygen vacancies to
acceptor-type impurities, irrespective to their chemical
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nature [30]. Experimental findings indicate however,
that also for other acceptor centers in similar com-
pounds, like chromium-doped PbTiO3 [32], as well no
such defect association is present. Correspondingly, this
difference in the micro-structural configuration of dif-
ferent acceptor-type functional centers may provide a
basis to enlighten the different effects Fe3+ and Cu2+
modifications have on the macroscopic ferroelectric
properties of PZT compounds. In particular, consid-
erably reduced aging rates are expected for copper-
modified compounds, as compared to iron-doped
materials because the aging rate is proportional to the
internal bias field [77]. This situation is supported by
the observation that in BaTiO3 double charged accep-
tors (Ni′′Ti) cause less nonlinearities in the dielectric
response - which is an aspect of aging - than single
charged acceptor ions (Al′Ti, Cr′

Ti) [49]. On a micro-
scopic level, this phenomenon may be understood by
considering on the one hand rather isolated defects
(Cu′′

[Zr,Ti], V••
O ) in case of copper-doping and on the

other hand a charged defect dipole (Fe′
[Zr,Ti] − V••

O )•
in case of an iron modification, which increases the
dielectric response through the existence of the inter-
nal bias field of the dipole. Furthermore, the role of
oxygen vacancies has attracted special attention with
respect to ferroelectric fatigue because the V••

O are the
predominant and most mobile defects in perovskite
oxides. Therefore, it has been suggested that the mi-
gration of V••

O plays an important role in the fatigue
mechanism [73–76]. By considering the two different
defect stuctures observed for iron- and copper-
modified compounds, different ferroelectric aging
mechanisms may be expected based on the one-hand
side on the existence of a charged defect dipole and on
the other hand on the diffusion of oxygen vacancies to
grain boundaries.

3 Donor dopants

In contrast to the hard-doping with acceptor-type
dopants, for modifications with donor-like dopants
(dopants of higher valence than the substituted ion) soft
compounds with moderate coercive fields result and
decreased mechanical quality factor, as well as a higher
electromechanical coupling factor. In this case, charge
compensation is rather accomplished by the creation of
lead vacancies (V ′′

Pb) than by oxygen vacancies.

3.1 Gd3+

One of the most prominent soft-doped compounds
is lanthanum-modified PZT ([Pb1−yLay][ZrxTi1−x]O3,

PLZT y/x/1 − x), with particular interest for dielectric,
piezoelectric and electro-optical applications. As iso-
electronic model system for the diamagnetic La3+ func-
tional centre, the paramagnetic Gd3+ ion may be used.
When donor-doping with the trivalent Gd3+ ion substi-
tuting for the divalent Pb2+ ion is considered, the V ′′

Pb
created for charge compensation are suspected playing
a dominant role in the domain-switching behavior of
ceramic oxides, even though no detailed picture is cur-
rently available on a microscopic level. Another topic
of interest is the discussed ability of self-compensation
for lanthanide dopants, in which the gadolinium func-
tional centre is incorporated simultaneously on Pb2+
and Ti4+ sites. Such a self-compensation mechanism has
already been suggested for the Gd3+ impurity centre in
barium titante [78–82] and for PZT 52/48 [83, 84] on
the basis of EPR studies. On the other hand, rather a
single-site situation has been suggested for a 4 mol %
gadolinium-modified PZT powder [85].

The observed single-site EPR spectrum gadolinium-
doped PbTiO3 [86] leads to the discussion of con-
ceivable charge compensation mechanisms. As
self-compensation or any mechanism involving
paramagnetic species can be excluded, the charge
compensation mechanism in donor-doped lead titanate
can only involve diamagnetic centres, such as V ′′′′

Ti , V ′′
Pb

or neutral V×
Pb. The A3+ donor-doping does thus not

result in color centers, valency-altered ions, such as
Pb+ or Ti3+ or singly charged lead vacancies V ′

Pb, all
of which are paramagnetic. Concerning the titanium
vacancies, which were proposed playing a major role
in PLZT compounds of high titanium content [87–89],
a coordination close to the gadolinium centre can
be excluded as this would reduce the site symmetry
to lower than axial; the symmetry being observed
experimentally [86]. Consequently, a Schottky-type
charge-compensation mechanism has been proposed,
that is solely based on the creation of lead vacancies
V ′′

Pb and possibly oxygen vacancies as well [86]

Gd2O3 + TiO2 −→ V ′′
Pb + 2Gd•

Pb + Ti×Ti + 5O×
O (10)

Related to the question of charge compensation is
the exact site of incorporation of the Gd3+ ion in PZT
compounds that has been under debate until most re-
cently [85, 90] (S.T. Kirillov, B. Milsch, W. Windsch,
unpublished data). By the application of multifrequeny
EPR (Fig. 7), a single site Gd•

Pb center could be iden-
tified [86]. At X-band frequencies (9.4 GHz, Fig. 7(a)),
the crystal-field terms are comparable to the electron
Zeeman interaction (B0

2 ≈ νmw) being indicative for a
situation in the intermediate-field regime. At Q-band
(34 GHz, Fig. 7(b)), EPR is carried out almost in the
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Fig. 7 Multifrequency EPR spectra of the Gd•
Pb functional centre

in PbTiO3. (a) X-band EPR, νmw = 9.4 GHz. (b) Q-band EPR,
νmw = 34.42 GHz. (c) W-band EPR (νmw = 94.12 GHz). Data
reproduced from [86]

high-field regime; a situation in which the Zeeman term
is the dominant interaction (B0

2 	 νmw). In order to
define the sign of the axial fine structure parameter, an
experiment has been performed at even higher Larmor
frequencies (W-band, 94 GHz, Fig. 7(c)) and at low
temperature (5 K) enabling spin polarization in the
ground state and determining B0

2 being positive. By
using semi-empirical superposition calculations, it can
be deduced from the B0

2 parameter, that the Gd3+ func-
tional center is incorporated on the A-site for PbTiO3,

as could have been expected by considering the
ionic radii.

As compared to the acceptor-type Fe3+ centre in
PbTiO3 [23], the observed value for |B0

2| is more
than one order of magnitude smaller, which a pri-
ori could have been expected. The reason for this is
twofold. Generally, as the 5s and 5d shells are filled for
rare-earth ions, the unpaired 4 f -electrons are shielded
and form an inner shell. They are thus less strongly
affected by the surroundings as compared to the 3d-
electrons in case of transition-metal ions. Moreover, the
nearest-neighbor oxygen surrounding is intact in case
of Gd3+:PbTiO3, while the iron centre builds a defect
associate with an oxygen vacancy, (Fe′

Ti − V••
O )• that

drastically enhances the local crystal field distortion.
Concerning the question if possible lead vacancies

are located in the vicinity of the Gd•
Pb center or if they

are generated in more distant coordination spheres,
high-temperature X-band EPR experiments point to
a scenario where the V ′′

Pb are not coordinated to the
Gd•

Pb functional center. Hence, in donor-doped soft
lead titanate rather isolated point defects, than charged
defect dipoles as in case of hard components prevail.
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Appendix: EPR spin Hamiltonian

As we deal with different paramagnetic centers, dif-
ferent terms in the spin-Hamiltonian will be relevant.
Cu2+ has an 3d9 electronic configuration, and the spin-
Hamiltonian for a single unpaired electron with spin
S = 1

2 can be written as

H = βeB0 · g · S − βngnB0 · I + S · A · I (11)

in which gn is the corresponding nuclear g factor and
βe, βn are the Bohr and nuclear magnetons. The first
and second terms represent the electronic and nuclear
Zeeman interactions, respectively, where B0 denotes
the external field, given in the principal axes system of
the g matrix. The last term describes the copper hyper-

fine interaction
(

I
63,65Cu = 3

2

)
. The nuclear quadrupole

interaction does not contribute in first approximation
to the EPR spectra and thus has been omitted.
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For the high-spin centers Fe3+, Mn2,3,4+ and Gd3+
with several unpaired electrons in the 3d or 4 f shell,
additional fine structure terms in the spin Hamiltonian
have to be considered. The crystal field lifts the spin
degeneracy resulting in Kramer’s doublets and eventu-
ally singulets. The degeneracy of the Kramer’s doublets
may in turn be lifted by an external magnetic field. In
this case, an approximate spin-Hamiltonian for high-
spin systems can be written as

H = βeB0 · g · S +
−k≤q≤k∑

k>2

Bq
k Oq

k(Sx, Sy, Sz) (12)

Here, the Bq
k are the fine structure Hamiltonian coeffi-

cients and Oq
k are the extended Stevens spin operators

[71, 91]. The first term again represents the electronic
Zeeman interaction and the second term is the effective
fine structure Hamiltonian, describing the interaction
of the crystal field with the paramagnetic ion. The
standard FS parameters Bq

k are related to the also
used parameters b q

k by the scaling factors fk ( f2 = 1
3 ,

f4 = 1
60 ) via Bq

k = fkb q
k [71]. These values are related

to the conventional spectroscopic parameters by B0
2 =

b 0
2

3 = D
3 , B2

2 = b 2
2

3 = E, B4
4 = b 4

4
60 = 5a

120 , and B0
4 = b 0

4
60 =

F
180 + a

120 [92, 93]. Corresponding to the site symmetry
at which the high-spin ion is incorporated, a subset of
all conceivable Bq

k parameters, resulting from 3rd, 4th
and 5th-rank tensors, have to be considered [94]. Typ-
ically, in the experimental spectra the observed Bq

k>2
parameters are orders of magnitude smaller than the
dominant Bq

2 terms. The odd-rank tensor contributions
are inherently field-dependent and up to now there
has been no experimental evidence for this possible
contribution in the class of materials considered.

In case of manganese-doping, an additional
hyperfine-coupling term has to be added to the spin
Hamiltonian (12) owing to the hyperfine interaction of
the electron spins with the nuclear spins of the 55Mn

isotope
(

I
55Mn = 5

2

)
, which is analogous to the third

term in Eq. 11.
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